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LETTER FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR

As Eleutheria continues in its third year promoting and publishing excellent graduate student scholarship, I am honored to be stepping into the role of managing editor. I would like to thank those who have preceded me as managing editors, Josh Stone and A. Chadwick Thornhill, for their hard work and achievement in creating this journal and developing it into a place where graduate students with an Evangelical perspective can publish their work. I hope to be able to carry on in their excellent manner and to maintain and expand on the vision with which they undertook this endeavor.

I would also like to personally thank the associate editors, Jeffrey Robinson, Lee Mitchell, and Lee Webb, with whom I have worked in putting together this current issue. Their diligence and commitment to excellent scholarship have been indispensable in helping me transition into this role. I am greatly thankful for the work they have done with the authors and our many fine reviewers, and I am honored that I will be continuing to work with them on upcoming issues.

In this, the first issue of the third volume of Eleutheria, the works being presented are especially fine examples of Evangelical scholarship in the areas of philosophy, apologetics, and biblical studies that we as the editorial board are excited to publish. For their excellent work and their patience and diligence in the process of producing and revising their work, I would like to thank the authors being published in this issue. Though this process has, I am sure, seemed arduous at times, their commitment to this work has not gone unnoticed or unappreciated.

As graduate students, the authors, reviewers, and associate editors who have done the work and made this journal possible serve as models of graduate scholarship to which their peers should aspire. I am truly grateful to and for all of them, and I look forward to the excellent work they will continue to produce. I believe that Eleutheria has been successful thus far in accomplishing its mission, and I believe that with the exceptional team we have in place and the continued desire of graduate authors to produce quality work, the journal will continue to fulfill its mission in ever greater ways.

Nicholas Dodson
Managing Editor, Eleutheria